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ABSTRACT 
This papers focuses the peer to peer network will be one of 
outdated customer server network method. Sharing of file on 
the mobile gadgets is not simply attained to client for 
constrained bandwidth and maximum cost. And the 
disconnection which is irregular and the address of IP alters 
happens because of migration of network. We have short level 
networking methodologies as the Bluetooth without any cost 
to client and are adequately quick to make transfer of file in a 
practical manner. The end-end method which enables sharing 
of file mid Smartphone’s over the less transport cost. And our 
article outcomes that peer-peer transfer of file amid today’s 
mobile gadgets is practical. Upload –download ratio will be 
comparatively less because of greater present drain for spread. 
And where the aimed file method is slow then greater file 
sections DMA mode is used as diverse to program input 
output (PIO) mode. And the utilization of the UDP to share 
the content will be optimal than utilization of the OBEX. And 
is overwhelmed some of the issues for accepting by our design 
method. The discovery of peer and dissemination of content 
happens automatically without interaction with the client. 
Lastly, the transport will be applied in the layer of application 
and utilizes contemporary benchmark protocols without any 
alteration. 
Keywords:  Smart Phone, Bluetooth, DMA, Peer to peer 
Network, Mobile ad-hoc network 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The network of peer-peer will be most outdated client6 server 
networking method. And where contemporary P2P file 
implementations in the networks which are wired were not 
applicable aimed at the hosts of mobile in the wireless mobile 
networks due to transfer of peers at wireless mobile networks. 
And there were 2 concerns which impact the source of 
detection & recovery [1] for sharing the P2P file application in 
the wireless mobile networks. 
The former peer-peer networks such as ARPANET is storage 
method of internet which is altering from content located in 
center method towards content located on edge method [2]. The 
P2P evolution design contains improvement from 1st 
generation, then towards 2nd generation, then towards 3rd 
generation. And novel P2P wave architectures will take place at 

late 90’s. And primary novel P2P [3-4] wave methods are like 
combination of client server and peer-peer methods. And this 
representation comes from actuality which in methods several 
of works associated to resource and peer finding are formed in 
the servers which are centralized or the pools of server. 

Further stage in the P2P evolution is the improvement of clear 
P2P methods where each peer is having similar functionality 
without servers which are centralized. These kinds of P2P 
methods are known as 2nd-generation of the P2P.We utilizes the 
network as instance of the generation. 2nd-generation P2P 
methods strive for solving several issues of 1st generation 
centric-sever methods [5]. Several developments are fruitful, 
yet the novel method suffered from high overhead produced 
through binding messages & queries which are propagating in 
an around of the internet. The present generation, 3rd generation 
of the system P2P will be combination of 1st and 2nd. In 3rd 
generation methods, some of peers are known as super-peers. 
These super-peers are managed dynamically. Dissimilar to 
former generations, only super peers are utilized in the resource 
discovery and peer that importantly lessens the stress which is 
caused by network [6]. And also various routing and building 
optimization models are utilized to lessen overhead. The 
utilization of JXTA is instance of P2P systems 3rd generation 
[7]. 
1.1 Peer to peer File sharing Network 
The peer to peer network which is decentralized protocol 
sharing of file introduced in 2000 year utilizing installed 
gnutella clients will search, upload and download the files all 
over internet. And the famous gnutella users are “bear search, 
lime wire shareaza”. The former report of “gnutella protocol” 
will not range in a better way to match popularity of networks. 
The developments in the technical solved the scalability 
problems to some extent [8]. The gnutella stay familiar but low, 
so that some of the remaining peer-peer networks which are 
“bit torrent edonkey2000”. And technically gnutella will be 
different to peer-peer n/w then novel “gnutella2”. 
 
1.2 Bluetooth 
The Bluetooth will be short range radio communication system 
planned aimed at interaction of devices such as PDAs, PCs, 
mobile phones etc. And it is cheaper & less consumption of 
power for simple implantation of mobile gadgets. Initially, it 
will be mostly replace of cables, at that time this is made 
intricate method for interaction that is capable for creating Pico 
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networks not only relied upon package information transfer yet 
also aimed at voice services (SCO). Bluetooth 2.0 will 
represent utilizing method aimed at easy pairing process. And 
where Bluetooth will be approved to benchmark attribute of 
present smart phones. And Bluetooth 2.0 performs on the 2.4 
GHz radio frequency. Bluetooth is utilized Enhanced Data 
Rate(EDR) aimed at possessing 2Mb/s rate of data while 
utilizing 2.1 Mb/s in utilization it ranges towards 10m. 
The smart phone will be mobile-phone constructed on the 
mobile computing platform [9]. It is having more updated 
computing capability & interaction than the feature phone. And 
primary smart phones are the gadgets which mostly pooled the 
works of personal digital assistant (PDA) and camera phones. 
And in today’s methods also serve for pooling portable 
networking players function, low conclusion conservative 
advanced cameras, pocket feature cameras, Furthermore GPS 
route units. Contemporary advanced mobile phones for the 
most part hold numerous secondary determination touch 
screens and more web browsers which will entry and conform 
presentation standard web pages as opposed to portable perfect 
gas locales Also quick velocity information right through 
portable also Wi-Fi broadband.  

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Peer-to-Peer technique will be well referred to strategy in wired 
correspondence and ad-hoc networks. For system companions 
use for cooperating through each of other through ad-hoc 
associations over systems, desktops. The place these uses 
Bluetooth innovation pointed during simple point-to-point 
matching method document transfer around 2 mobile-phones. 
And there will make no content subscription, no programmed 
companion discovery, also no concurrent or time- imparted 
record exchange directing, including numerous phones done 
region. Customer micro-manages whole elements as in figure 
1. 

 

Figure 1: Mobile serviced based peer-to-peer sharing 

3. SUGGESTED METHOD 
Those Gnutella record imparting system Protocol will a 
chance to be used for imparting the document in those 

organize from claiming portable? This system will be 
different starting with simple point-to-point matching 
methodology by distinguished to Bluetooth document 
exchange "around 2 mobiles. And the administration built 
content imparting framework employments transport from 
claiming Bluetooth where the peer to peer sharing enables 
aimed at effective dissemination of content utilizing less cost 
connections which do not contain load on infrastructure of 
mobile network [10]. It is mostly happens in layer of 
transport. The service based content sharing system mainly 
utilizes Bluetooth due to less-cost, maximum execution and 
very economical by following terms 
A node which has greater linking options like 3G could 
download content specifically from the server done 
accomplishing a introductory seed alternately from desktop 
machine through peer-to-peer connectivity itself.  This is 
known as super- node is then file-content sharing through 
manifold remaining peers utilizing peer -peer transport. Note 
that 1 peer might draw sections from the manifold sources & 
arrange them in the neighborhood. Peer might create 
manifold simultaneous connections utilizing 1 link at a time. 
The client primarily subscribes service of interest, like an 
update of OS or video sharing service [11].  Peers find out 
every other by procedure of the scanning. Compatible services 
are revealed content which will be assigned to examine will 
be indexed and might be pleased to place on transfer file. 
  
4. METHODOLOGY 
Peers frequently show their accessible services. Alliances 
through appropriate nodes. The date which is cache relied on 
advertisements which are local which they display. And an 
alliance is required which contains nodes inside interaction 
range. And the demand aimed at services might be created in 
the form of pull when the cache happens. The novel content 
might announce by push based method. It has been using 
receiver driven discovery control (RDC). 
4.1 Blackberry 
In the example study, might enhance working server and 
customer provisions from the scratch pointed toward an edge 
blackberry gadget which empowers peer-to-peer record 
exchange in Bluetooth 2.0. They utilized blackberry JDE 
(Java improvement Environment) Also SDK (Software 
advancement Kit) form 4.7 starting with edge. It execution 
helped J2ME (Java 2 versatile Edition) and the joined 
constrained gadget setup (CLDC) that will make strict 
subgroup about class libraries existing for Java 2 standard 
Edition(J2SE). They utilized that JSR-82 API from sun 
Microsystems to empower our java applet to utilize 
Bluetooth-connectivity. They introduced the applets with 
respect to 2 blackberry 8300-series (Curve) test devices, 
through 1 acting concerning illustration client What's more 
other concerning illustration server. The bend may be an 
advanced mobile telephone with an Intel PXA90164 312 mhz 
processor, 64 mb streak memory, 16 mb about SDRAM, Also 
connectivity on the GSM, GPRS, Furthermore edge 
networks.  
They arranged test gadgets should aid exchange from 
claiming information through the serial port profile and 
distinguished the provision administration using An 128-bit 
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UUID (Universally exceptional Identifier).  
Windows- portable. 
The mobiles device utilized are Compaq iPAQ 3870 units 
with an Intel solid ARM-based 206 mhz processor, 64 mb 
RAM, What's more running those Pocket pc 2002 working 
framework. Each bundle will be exchanged 10,000 times, 
toward span for close to 300 s overall, to attain average-
measurements. And the critical variety for Windows ce 
Bluetooth stack contrasted with blackberry will be the 
Transport driver Interface(TDI), an interface which serves 
Concerning illustration adjustment layer to attachment 
interface API and may be connected In RFCOMM.  
That throughput stayed generally the similar, through 
different sizes for packet, obviously due to separating under 
little packets going on over L2CAP layer. And L2CAP asset 
administrator may really execute movement molding should 
verify that protocol information units (PDU’s) sent to 
baseband comply with a specified QOS. L2CAP will be same 
concerning illustration UDP, yet it enforces conveyance 
request. The default most extreme bundle span is 672 bytes, 
yet this wills a chance to be arranged to 65,535 bytes. 
 

 
Figure 2: Device test in mobile 

 
As in figure 2, represents the times of Transaction in 
Windows Mobile device test, with diverse peer count and 
section sizes used. The levels of throughput rate displayed (in 
bits/second) are for 2, 3, and 4 peers interacting through every 
other, correspondingly, in 3 consecutive blocks of time, every 
approximately 300 s in duration; Within every block, aimed 
at similar amount of peers, the size of segment is augmented 
from 100 - 1400 bytes, yet had small impact on  rate. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
The Service Based model which enables effective sharing of 
files among Smartphone mobiles over less transport cost by 
utilizing Bluetooth.  This outcome leads us to finalize that 
administration built record transfers the middle of today’s 
versatile apparatuses would useful using Bluetooth. Yet 
extreme limits are authorized around exchange information. 
The place the Gnutella networks need aid used previously, 
versatile gadget surroundings. Gnutella networks are 
utilization done regard with renter the amount from claiming 

movement. Aimed at mobile gadgets & offering assistance 
for gadget mobility. Where Service Based Sharing enables 
effective content dissemination utilizing less cost connections 
which do-not pose a burden on infrastructure of mobile 
carrier. With the simulation on smart phones which are 
leading, we have identified several optimal methods 
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